News from the Fence

CMU Portugal has issued a new call to support Exploratory Research Projects (ERPs). The call aims to promote cutting edge research in ICT, including projects related to communications, public safety, and innovative applications with aerial drones. The deadline for applications is now open until September 16th.

Open Call for Expressions of Interest to the Visiting Students Program

CMU Portugal has 400K euros to support Exploratory Research Projects (ERPs) designed to assist teams of researchers from Portuguese institutions, Carnegie Mellon University and industry partners, to bootstrap high-impact potential research activities of strategic relevance to the Program.

Applications must be submitted to FCT by July 30th, 2019. For more information visit our Visiting Students Program website.

Upcoming events

- **CMU Portugal Open Day**: Lisboa, Rua Alves Redol number 9
- **CMU Portugal National Director (2013-2017)**
- **On the performance of social-based and location-aware forwarding strategies in urban vehicular networks**
- **Iris: Secure reliable live-streaming with opportunistic mobile edge cloud offloading**
- **An Optimization Approach for Structured Agent-Based Provider/Receiver Tasks**
- **A Sensing Infrastructure To Collect Data And Foster Citizen’s Awareness About Urban And Environmental Issues**
- **Towards Cloud Distributed Image Indexing by Sparse Hashing**
- **A Benchmarc [sic] of Visual Storytelling in Social Media**

CMU Portugal Publications

- **Proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems**
- **Proceedings of the 2019 on International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval, pages 324-328**
- **Towards Cloud Distributed Image Indexing by Sparse Hashing**
- **A Benchmark of Visual Storytelling in Social Media**
- **On the performance of social-based and location-aware forwarding strategies in urban vehicular networks**
- **Iris: Secure reliable live-streaming with opportunistic mobile edge cloud offloading**
- **An Optimization Approach for Structured Agent-Based Provider/Receiver Tasks**
- **A Sensing Infrastructure To Collect Data And Foster Citizen’s Awareness About Urban And Environmental Issues**
- **Towards Cloud Distributed Image Indexing by Sparse Hashing**
- **A Benchmark of Visual Storytelling in Social Media**
- **On the performance of social-based and location-aware forwarding strategies in urban vehicular networks**
- **Iris: Secure reliable live-streaming with opportunistic mobile edge cloud offloading**
- **An Optimization Approach for Structured Agent-Based Provider/Receiver Tasks**
- **A Sensing Infrastructure To Collect Data And Foster Citizen’s Awareness About Urban And Environmental Issues**